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Overview: AI and trade 
AI is everywhere and AI is widely used.  

Generative AI is also now everywhere.  It is built on neural networks which use large language 
models to generate something new. 

Algorithms to fuel AI are based on a mix of public, personal and proprietary data. Lots of 
ownership/control and privacy questions (Was the AI trained on copyrighted data?  Or personal 
data accessed without permission?)

Also concerns about interoperability, transparency, data sovereignty and values.

Concerns in developing world about expropriation of resources and paying additional rents to 
big tech companies. 
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https://www.reuters.com/technology/what-is-generative-ai-technology-behind-openais-chatgpt-2023-03-17/
https://www.newyorker.com/science/annals-of-artificial-intelligence/what-kind-of-mind-does-chatgpt-have?utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_SundayArchive_041623&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_medium=email&bxid=5bd67f6824c17c1048036263&cndid=49426028&hasha=ac5d04d4ba150ed72e166112b76c21cf&hashb=c8530852c37c29fb23b09ef7fa2de18c8318ae3e&hashc=ce9b5f3be3c45fd72fd0a6d4b05cec9d2cb608435cf616c164ef21f54b2e849a&esrc=frm_act_Daily_subs&utm_term=TNY_SundayArchive
https://blog.google/inside-google/googlers/ask-a-techspert/what-is-generative-ai/
https://techpolicy.press/chatgpt-and-copyright-the-ultimate-appropriation/


Leads to Two big questions:
What are policymakers trying to govern?
Which of these governance issues requires international coordination within trade agreements? 

The high risks of the technology? (autonomous weapons?)

Liability—who is liable if the technology hurts a person or persons? 

The uses of the technology (can it be used to provide therapy or legal advice? 

The business practices or policies that firms use to supply the technologies (e.g. free services in 
return for personal data)?

The data utilized to create the generative AI service? (e.g. webscraping Linked-In) 

Which of these need to be coordinated internationally? How can they be coordinated?

Are trade agreements the right place?
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To understand AI, we need to 
talk about data and cross-
border data flows

Easy/cheap to store, move across borders

Easy to share, reuse but increasingly hoarded by 
governments and firms. 

Can be simultaneously a commercial asset and public 
good.  This gets lost in trade agreements. 

Essential to national security and economic growth

Foundation of wide range of services yet no one 
knows how to govern it. 



AI in the world 
Global market for AI huge and growing

2 countries--China and US -94% of all AI funding, 70% of 
researchers, 90% of the market capitalization of the 
world’s largest digital platforms. 

These platforms not only lead on AI, but control data 
collection through control of platform services, submarine 
cables and satellites, data storage and data analysis.

These firms often use open-source methods, but in 
general they rely on trade secrets to protect their 
algorithms and to control and reuse the data they analyze.  

Dominance of these platforms                      perception 

AI markets =unfair

Generative AI will enhance these concerns
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What do 
trade 
agreements 
say about AI?   
Endeavor to 
cooperate 

◦ Article 8.2 of DEPA: “In adopting AI Governance Frameworks, 
the Parties shall endeavor that these frameworks take into 
consideration internationally recognized principles or guidelines 
re. explainability, transparency, fairness and human centered 
values.”

◦ Article 27 of Singapore/Australia says the parties shall 
cooperate, work on internationally accepted frameworks, and 
collaborate on frameworks that support the trusted safe and 
responsible use of AI technologies.  

◦ UK Singapore-- The Parties recognize that artificial intelligence ("AI") 
and emerging technologies,…play important roles in
promoting economic competitiveness and facilitating international 
trade and investment flows, and may require coordinated action 
across multiple trade policy areas to maximize their economic and 
social benefit. The parties will endeavor to cooperate. 
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What do trade agreements 
say about algorithmic 
disclosure and standards? 

◦ Tension between the need to protect 
IPR and the need to facilitate 
interpretability or explainability, which 
could help build trust in AI.
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What do they say about public 
data? Who controls its reuse?
◦ UK  Singapore:  ARTICLE 8.61-H

Open Government Information 

◦
1. The Parties recognize that facilitating public access to, 
and use of,  government information may foster economic 
and social development, competitiveness, and innovation.
2. To the extent that a Party chooses to make government 
information
available to the public, it shall endeavor to ensure:
(a) that the information is appropriately anonymized, 
contains descriptive
metadata and is in a machine readable and open format 
that allows it to
be searched, retrieved, used, reused and redistributed; and
(b) to the extent practicable, that the information is made 
available in a
spatially enabled format with reliable, easy to use and freely 
available
Application Programming Interfaces ("APIs") and is 
regularly updated.
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Where 
current 
rules do 
not address 
challenge 
of AI 
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May make it harder to set standards  for “ethical” or trustworthy AI 
unless universal. Need an international set of principles/standards 
for what is trustworthy AI vs. Ai that may need direct regulation.

Do not advance data sharing among societal entities internationally 
which could help solve wicked problems.

Do not incentivize shared approaches to competition policies

Do not clarify questions of ownership of data after a prompt or 
whether researcher data sets can be copyrighted or licensed.

Do not address questions of liability for mistakes, hallucinations
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Future Barriers Market trade effect Disguised Restriction 
on trade 

In trade agreement

Data-sharing rules  as in DMA (EU) Violate MFN, national 
treatment

Maybe No

Algorithmic regulation (“right to 
an explanation,” avoid 
discriminatory outcomes etc.)

Violate MFN, like-product 
national treatment

Maybe No (protect public morals, social 
stability? w/exception?)

Competition policies Violate MFN Maybe No-aspirational language 

Policies to limit disinformation Violate MFN, like product Maybe No

Bans of apps based on AI, such as 
Italy and Chat-GPT or US states 
and Tiktok 

Violate MFN, like product Maybe No

Web scraping  (ok in US) Violation of IPR rules 
Violation of privacy 

Unlikely No

Cybersecurity rules Impede market access Maybe Aspirational language 
encouraging cooperation

CURRENT TEMPLATES DO NOT ADDRESS  BARRIERS RELATED TO AI

https://www.vzbv.de/sites/default/files/downloads/2019/07/19/martini_regulatory_system_algorithm_based_processes.pdf
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=5307560437908890806


Concerns related 
to trustworthy AI 

• Could violate “like product” if a 
process standard. 

• IEEE standards may not be 
recognized, patchwork of 
global/national standards.

• Requirements for Algorithmic 
transparency could violate 
USMCA/CTPPP provisions.
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Concerns about AI protectionism (or 
data protection) with generative AI 

• Italy banned, then rescinded the ban on Chat GPTafter the 
company made changes. 

• Canada’s privacy commissioner is investigating Chat GPT
• Spain opens an investigation into Open AI

• Britain is levying fines on personal data misuse by Chat GPT

• Germany considers banning Chat GPT

• European consumer groups call for an investigation of Chat 
GPT, while European data protection authorities agreed to set 
up a task force to cooperate and exchange information on the 
relationship between European laws and such chat bots. 

• China puts forward new rules for LLMs like Chat 
GPT(translated by DIGIChina )

• France-CNIL rules on use of personal data for chatbots
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https://t.co/3RY1pdnx3q
https://cztbl04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/RI+113/cZtbl04/VX8-nf4j0lqnW7r-fgQ2nRV7YW7TctdS4ZmlF7N4313JQ3lScGV1-WJV7CgWy7W6W78mJ13m1dVW1gFnq32QPMZMW6w5jWx9jysvWN3xZLybFg6yTW5nP9VZ5rYw0WW8-VtLX6VGdDhW6ClrNm2G7-NTW8X_YvT3RVv7zW7WL3WC2LYcWCW1NYDx_70tkMtW4wtj4D1cV5pxW2PRYJr3DbYMCW3qKWV26WyLVjW5mwMxq2gr-gxW1yw2vS8Q81_HW4Rcdnr1lkGR6W3-_h1F8w0s7TW7DX_6d8R7f8hW3HRDP03cLmmCMt__nH_q5jpN61D1bnrxMJ7N78yPZfp4VDFW7B6kgY5nKRPFW31_yk-3y53WRW1DF5GX5nXRG8W8PVK9f7dgq2lW2vkkN94vDPwTW9fdzLL6b7YpF3b0Q1
https://www.aepd.es/es/prensa-y-comunicacion/notas-de-prensa/aepd-inicia-de-oficio-actuaciones-de-investigacion-a-openai
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2023/05/27/ai-chatbots-data-privacy-crackdown/
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/digitalisierung-ki/nutzung-personenbezogener-daten-deutsche-datenschutzer-starten-verfahren-gegen-chatgpt-9688946.html?mkt_tok=MTM4LUVaTS0wNDIAAAGLQ77KfhxV6XkqAnwF2zcaCqSTT9Udu06cLRqJtARe1oYcRgsk8wZV9KbJtHRlFEt4QWGx_2j4kWY9ijT3adwZLfV9HG6tauTSgBre9NKG9TDh
https://www.beuc.eu/press-releases/investigation-eu-authorities-needed-chatgpt-technology?mkt_tok=MTM4LUVaTS0wNDIAAAGK-OWy_lb0mBG0IdTqkWu9GApHiErfnKppcRrD3rpCv10AD-6J_Kutr9xZMX3f42nmfADPIxnuH-en6Eli8iNgo6hAVCYLp3ATYcjOsE8AebDv
https://www.politico.eu/article/european-data-regulators-set-up-chatgpt-taskforce/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/artificial-intelligence/news/french-data-protection-authority-lays-out-action-plan-on-ai/


China’s AI 
regulation 

on data 
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Other issues 

• GATS market access commitments for certain professions including 
accounting, legal services, or medical services are often tied to certification 
requirements or legal personhood. But Chat-GPT recently passed the bar 
exam—is it covered? 

• TRIPS agreement does not define how to deal with AI-generated works, 
and individual members have taken different approaches in their domestic 
legislation, ranging from full protection of AI-generated works to a 
requirement of human creativity that effectively leaves such works 
unprotected.

• We are in a period of both AI and AI governance experimentation. But 
there is no trust or accountability without political participation –we need 
more interaction/understanding of US template.
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To learn more,
visit our project



Thank you and I look 
forward to your 
comments.
saaronso@gwu.edu

mailto:saaronso@gwu.edu

